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Abstract: Long video data resulted from the use of cameras indoor and outdoor areas as a action recording. We present a new 
framework for recognizing student activities from the class. In this system we improve intelligent mechanism, top low level 
motion detection algorithm and feature extraction. We recognize the frame difference and feature selection for human activities 
that permits recognition. The detection of human activity from videos is very complicated appropriate to the complex reality of 
events, the situation in which activities took place, the require of available size of abnormal ground truth training data and other 
factors correlated to environmental disparity, light conditions and the working position of the captured cameras. The objective of 
this paper is to research and inspect machine and deep learning techniques by using videos for recognition of students indoor 
and outdoor activities. The importance has been on a variety of activity detection systems with machine learning techniques as 
their prime move toward.  
Keywords: Activity, framework, motion detection, anomaly, machine learning, variation.  

I. INTRODUCTION  
Human Activity Recognition (HAR) system can even use the computer system to detect human activity or movements. The human 
activity recognition system has multitude of applications in atheletic competitions, medical treatments, smart home, transport services 
and elderly care [1]. The system uses machine learning algorithm for classification task. Imagine the scenario where the robot actively 
detects all human activities, avoiding crowd disturbances and acrimony before getting worse. In [2], the survey of different categories 
for activity detection and the features and techniques used for each category is provided. To study the view of many individual 
persons activity, the model requires not only explaining the individual act of every person in the framework but also signifying their 
collective behavior [3]. 
Many other earlier studies focus on single object actions or between pairs of objects, and for these methods it is important to 
successfully extract good characteristics. So we must focus on the actions of more than three people participating in this system, 
called group activities. 
The main aim of the system is detecting the group activity through video based data and recognize the appropriate activity. The 
number of people is increasing in such group activites, and interactions between individuals are more complicated to find it harder to 
define group actvity. This system used two types of activities as shown in TABLE 1 one is indoor activity and other is outdoor 
activity. In that indoor activity contains Empty class, Group discussion, Lecture is going on, where as outdoor activity contains Bucket 
overflow and Dumping correctly.  This study proposes a video analysis computer code  system to improve the detection and 
recognition of hard and time activities. 
Many of the papers contain the field of human activity recognition, crowded scene analysis and the behavioral comprehension, which 
are directly or indirectly correlated to video based activity detection. So the main objective of this paper is to study video based 
student activity recognition in college premises using machine learning and deep learning techniques. 

Table I.  Indoor and outdoor classes of activity recognition system 
   
                                                                                            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Location The types of  activity 

Indoor Empty class, Group 
Discussion, Lecture is going 
on 

Outdoor Bucket overflow, Dumping 
correctly 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Human activity recognition done by using all the ways through the wearable devices which can be used for the different purposes like 
sports, fitness care and the event detection. The author Min et al. [4] designed a two different models in which first one is used the 
data from acceleration sensors and the second one is used for the location information. But in this paper before using the method of 
feature extraction, the sensor data is firstly splits into the different time segments which are basically the sequential time segments. In 
which the sliding window technique is used for the purpose of change in streaming data.   
Human activity recognition system used to classify persons daily activity using the sensors that are more expensive for the human 
movement. Erhan et al. [5] has been proposed a different supervised machine learning algorithms like K-nearest neighbor (KNN), 
Support vector machine and the Decision tree and many of the methods such as Stacking, Bagging and the Boosting. In that for the 
classification purpose binary decision tree method is used and it gives the accuracy of 53.1\% . At the point when the branching limit 
is greater than the before 100, that time accuracy is increased to 94.4\. In this system were support vector machine gives an accuracy 
of 99.4\% and it uses the hyper dimensional planes. KNN algorithm gives a better accuracy like 97.1\% with the 3 k value. In many of 
the classifiers uses different agreement in which boosting technique is used. Basically AdaBoost is used for the miscalculated 
probability with the accuracy of 97.4\%. One more method is bagging and it gives the results of the sensitive learning algorithms with 
output accuracy over 98.1\%. And the last one method is stacking, in that 30 different classifiers are used and it predicts the 98.6\% of 
accuracy.  
In the field of activity recognition system Pavel Dohnalek et al. [6] proposed the identification of three different states first is static 
likes lying, sitting, standing, second is dynamic, likes walking, running and third one is transition which are standing and walking. In 
which it is more important to pre-process the data for improve the classification model. Where classification methods are used for the 
classic algorithms such as Classification and Regression Tree (CART) and the k-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) and many techniques are 
used like Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Interference System (ANFIS). For this purpose different datasets are used which are available in the 
UCI repository. The datasets are Physical Activity Detection for Elderly People2, OPPORTUNITY Activity Recognition Dataset, 
Localization Individual Dataset, and PAMAP2.    
The main aim of the paper is used to spread a model which can recognize the numerous sets of the everyday activities under the actual 
conditions, by using the composed data through the single triaxial accelerometer which is already built into cell phone. Akram et al. 
[7] has proposed a technique in which persons many of the activities are used for the building of classification model by using the 
feature selection method. In Weka toolkit, Random Forest, LSTM, Multilayer Perceptron and the Simple Logistic Regression were 
used to compare single and collaborative classifiers and after that K-fold cross validation is used. Activity is recognized through 
mobile in the hand of human and the position of pocket. The efficiency is increased when the SVM classifier provide better accuracy. 
For find out the phone location SVM classifier gives 91.1\% accuracy but for the pocket position it gives 90.3\% accuracy. Single 
triaxial accelerometers were used to achieve the exact recognition accuracy of 91.1\% for the day to day activities.   
Amin Ullah et al. [8] has proposed a technique for the recognition of activities in the various fields of video based surveillance 
which are captured over different industrial networks. In which the firstly the video stream is divided into many critical shots, after 
that these shots are selected using human saliency function of convolution neural network (CNN). Next, the temporal characteristics 
of the operation in the frame sequence are extracted using the convolution layer of a FlowNet2 CNN model. For the activity 
recognition the temporal optical flow feature provides the multilayer long-term memory which is used for understanding the long-
term sequence. In which on various datasets experiments are performed for test action and these datasets are INRIA person dataset, 
UCF101 dataset, HMDB51 dataset, Hollwood2 dataset, and YouTube dataset. For these datasets model provides different accuracy 
such as LSTM gives  88.6%, RLSTM gives 86.9%, Hierarchical clustering multi-task gives 76.3%, Factorized spatio-temporal CNN 
gives 88.1% and DB-LSTM gives 92.84%.   
Recognition of human activity in the various fields of ubiquitous computing is the way to implement the deep learning model to 
substitute the well-known different  analytical techniques which are extraction techniques and classification features. Nils Y. 
Hammerla et al. [9] has proposed a detailed analysis of deep, convolution and recurrent approaches using different datasets which 
containing the data obtained with many wearable sensors. For training the recurrent network in this context, novel regularization 
approach is used and it also demonstrates how they outperform on the benchmark datasets. The datasets such as Opportunity dataset, 
PAMAP2 dataset and the Dephnet Gait dataset.      
Channel State Information (CSI) is mainly developed for the activity recognition for the human events. Zhenguo Shi et al. [10] 
proposed a scheme which is used for identifying the human interaction with enhanced State Information using the Deep Learning 
Networks (DLN-eCSI). Author developed a CSI feature enhancement scheme (CFES), which included two models such as context 
reduction and correlation feature which are used to pre-process data and fed into DLN as a input. After that once the signals are 
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compressed using the CFES and recurrent neural network (RNN) is applied automatically for the extraction of deeper feature and for 
that softmax regression algorithm is used for classification of different activities.  
Mahmudul Hasan and Amit K. Roy-Chowdhury [11] proposed a activity recognition system for the purpose of streaming the videos 
by collecting deep hybrid feature and the active learning. The segmented streaming video operations and unsupervised learning apps 
exploit the deep hybrid networks that have the more capability to take the advantage of local hand enginnered feature and the deep 
learning model. In which active learning is used to train the classifier for activity using the manually labelled instances. At the end 
rigorous experiments were conducted on the different datasets of human activity recognition to show the usefulness of framework. 
For that KTH human motion dataset, UCF50 dataset, VIRAT dataset and the TRECVID dataset are used.    
Jun-Ho Choi and Manri Cheon [12] has proposed to examine the result of the video survillance on the activity recognition of multi 
view behaviour of humans using spatio temporal extraction feature and the deep learning method for using convolutional and 
recurrent neural networks. The actual work focused on to understanding the events from different perspective. For such purpose, 
author used the Berkeley Multimodal Human Action Dataset (Berkeley MHAD), which contains many videos recorded from the 12 
cameras at a time. It contains the 11 different activities like jumping, bending, punching, waving hands, waving one hand, clapping, 
throwing a ball, sitting down, jumping jacks and standing up.   
Jian Bo Yang et al. [13] has proposed a technique of systematic learning feature for the problem of human activity recognition. Such 
type of approach uses a convolutional neural network (CNN) for the use of systematically automate feature learning from the raw 
inputs. This features are think for the higher level of abstract reprentation of low level of raw time series signals using the deep 
learning. Author founds two datasets for appreciative the human performance. In which first dataset is Opportunity Activity 
Recognition dataset which is related to the movement of the each person and the second dataset is the Hand Gesture dataset which is 
used to focus on the particular action of the hand. For such type of classifications mostly SVM, kNN, Mean and variance techniques 
are used.   
Following TABLE II is a description of researcher’s literature work on the basis of the dataset and the techniques used . 

Table II. Summary of literature work done by researchers 
Author Dataset Techniques Results 
Kwon Min-Cheol, and 
Sunwoong Choi [4] 

Sensor data Decision tree,Random 
forest, Support vector 
machine 

95% Acccuracy 

Erhan Bulbul et al. [5] Sensor data Decision tree, Support 
vector, KNN  

Not mentioned 

Pavel Dohnálek et al. [6] Opportunity Dataset, 
PAMAP2 dataset, 
Localization dataset 
 

KNN, Classification and 
regression tree, Random 
forest, Linear discriminant 
analysis 

98% Accuracy 

K. P. Sanal Kumar and 
Dr. R. Bhavani [7] 

Not mentioned KNN, Support vector 
machine 

88.47% Accuracy 

Amin Ullah et al. [8] UCF101, HMDB51, 
Hollywood2, UCF50, 
YouTube dataset 

CNN, LSTM 69.5% 
94.9% 
95.8% 

Nils Y. Hammerla et al. 
[9] 

Opportunity, PAMAP2, 
Daphnet Gait dataset  

RNN, CNN Not mentioned 

Zhenguo Shi et al. [10] Not mentioned RNN Not mentioned 
Mahmudul Hasan and 
Amit K. Roy-
Chowdhury [11] 

KTH, UCF50, VIRAT, 
TRECVID dataset 

Deep networks Not mentioned 

Jun-Ho Choi and Manri 
Cheon [12] 

MHAD dataset Deep learning Not mentioned 

Jian Bo Yang et al. [13] Opportunity, Hand 
gesture dataset 

CNN, Support vector 
machine, KNN 

Not mentioned 
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III. METHODOLOGY 
Recognizing human activities depends directly on the characteristics derived from movement analysis. In the section of methodology, 
we explain the activity recognition framework for the student activities in detail as shown in Fig 1. In this framework input is a video 
segment containing one activity and output is recognizing appropriate activity. 
The model provides a framework for the activity recognition system by using the video surveillance which are recorded in college 
campus, where the behaviours of human are identified in the stream of surveillance by using the convolution layers of AlexNet, 
LeNet5 and the ResNet CNN models. Activity recognition is a wide field of study focused on recognizing a person’s specific 
movement or action based on knowledge from the video recording. Such type of movements or actions are often typically a activities 
performed indoors as well as outdoor, such indoor activities are empty class, group discussion, lecture is going on and outdoor 
activities are dumping correctly and bucket overflow. The data may be remotely recorded, such as videos. The continuous stream of 
video is firstly splits into frames, where cetain frames are selected using the convolution neural network (CNN). CNNs are used for 
image classification and recognition because of its high accuracy. It is challenging problem because there are no clear or 
straightforward ways to link the recorded video data to actual human activities and each subject may perform an operation with 
considerable variability, resulting in variations in the recorded video data.  

A. Dataset 
Collect different CCTV videos of indoor and outdoor activities from college. Indoor activity contains three classes like empty class, 
group discussion and lecture is going on. Where as outdoor activity contains two classes which are dumping correctly and bucket 
overflow. For using these CCTV videos generate a frames. For the indoor classes total 4073 frames are used and for outdoor classes 
total 1063 frames are used. TABLE III describes the size of sample frames for each class under indoor and outdoor category. 

Build Classification 
Model

Train Dataset

Frames Extraction 

Input Video

Get Label
 

(a) 
 

Test Dataset

Frames Extraction

Use Classification 
Model

Input Video

Predicted Label
 

(b) 

Fig. 1. Block Diagram of Activity Recognition 
System. (a) Building model during training phase. 

(b) Predicting labels during testing phase. 
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Table III.  Dataset of indoor and outdoor classes 
Category Classes Total 

Images 

Indoor 

Empty class 1379 

Group discussion 1194 

Lecture is going 
on 

1500 

Outdoor 

Bucket overflow 771 

Dumping 
correctly 

292 

                                                      

B. Video To Frame Conversion 
Any video or animation you see is made up of a sequence of still images on your screen, camera, tablet or even at the movie theatre. 
The faster the images are played, the more natural and smooth the motion appears. Most of the videos are captured at approximately 
24-30 frames per second, each image is called a frame where you see frames per second (FPS). In our system framerate is 1.0 means 
it will capture image in each 1.0 second. 

C. Pre-processing 
In pre-processing resize all images with same width and height. Pre-processing is apply only when one of the frame having different 
height and width as compare to other generated frames. After pre-processing divide frames into two folders such that 80% of frames 
present in training folder and 20% of frames present in testing folder and each folder contains different indoor and outdoor classes.  

D. Classification Model 
Classification is the process of predicting the type of data points given. A classifier uses some training data to understand how class 
relates to given input variables.  When the classifier is accurately trained, the output is then given. In this framework 20% frames are 
used for the testing and 80% frames for training data. Many classification algorithms are available now, but it can not be proven 
which one is superior. In this system CNN classifiers like AlexNet, LeNet5 and ResNet are used to classify the indoor and outdoor 
activities with different accuracy for both indoor and outdoor classes. 

E. AlexNet Architecture  
AlexNet architecture consist of total 8 layers in which 5 are convolution layers and remaining 3 are fully connected layers. It examine 
the problem of image classification. The input of the AlexNet is a picture which having 1000 number of classes, and output contains a 
vector of 1000 numbers. The input size of AlexNet is 256×256 RGB image. It means that all images contains in the training set need 
to be size of 256×256. For the image classification, features are extracted using multiple convolutional kernels (filters). There are 
many kernels available in single convolution layer with same size. In which AlexNet’s first convolution layers contains 96 kernels 
with 11×11×3. In that overlapping max pooling layer followed by the first two convolution layer. There is connection between third, 
fourth and fifth convolution layer. After that second fully connected layer feeds into a softmax classifier with the 1000 number of 
class labels.   

F. LeNet5 Architecture 
The LeNet5 architecture consist of two sets of convolution layers and average pooling layers, which followed by a flattening layer, 
then fully connected layer and finally a softmax classifier is used. In which convolution layer having 5×5 convolution with stride is 1. 
The sub sampling layer having 2×2 average pooling layer. In this network Tanh sigmoid activation function is used. There are many 
architectures are available that were made in LeNet5 which are not very common in the era of deep learning.     
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A subset of deep learning networks is the convolutional neural network (CNN). CNNs constitute a huge breakthrough in the 
classification of images. Classification of images is the process of taking an input (like a picture) and outputting a class. For the image 
classification different models are used which are AlexNet, LeNet5 and ResNet. Using these models indoor and outdoor classes are 
classified as shown in following image.  

A. Models  
Classification of Indoor and Outdoor Activities 

 
 
The performance of the proposed CNN approach on Hand Movement dataset shown for comparision purpose in TABLE IV [13]. 
 

Table IV. The AF, NF and AC results of the proposed cnn method for the hand gesture dataset. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Average F-
measure 

Normalized F- 
measure 

Accuracy 

SVM 76.0 85.0 85.6 

KNN 64.8 73.2 71.8 

MV 87.5 91.3 91.2 

DBN 71.8 82.2 82.8 

CNN 89.2 92.0 92.2 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Classification Results of Indoor and Oudoor Classes of Activity 
Recognition System 
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B. Confusion Matrix 
Following graph shows that number of samples in test data for each class and out of that how many are correctly classified for both 
indoor and outdoor activity. 

   
 Fig. 3. Confusion matrix for indoor classes 

 
      Fig. 4. Confusion matrix for outdoor classes 

 
C. Accuracy Table 
Accuracy is one metric used to assess models of classification. Informally, it’s the percentage of results that shows how our model got 
correct. TABLE V and VI contains  accuracy of indoor and outdoor activities using LeNet5 and AlexNet model.  

 
Table V. Accuracy table of indoor activity recognition system 

 
 
 
 
 

 Indoor 
LeNet5 99% 
AlexNet 99% 
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Table VI. Accuracy table of outdoor activity recognition system 
 
 

 
 
 

D. Error  Analysis 
Formally, error Analysis refers to the process of examining the misclassification of your algorithm, so we can understand the 
underlying causes of the errors. It gives us a direction for handling the errors. Typically, we start with a small model which is bound 
to be of low precision (high error). We can then begin evaluating this model and analyze the errors. We can grow with model as we 
evaluate and repair these errors. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5. Misclassification of images 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this system we build the models for HAR system using a image dataset and CNN. We considered 3 indoor activities including 
Empty class, Group discussion, and Lecture is going on, and outdoor activities including Bucket overflow and Dumping correctly. The 
experimental results for this study showed that various indoor activities can be classified using LeNet5 and AlexNet models and these 
both models gives 99% of accuracy. Where as outdoor activities classified using LeNet5 and AlexNet models and these two models 
gives 78% of accuracy. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 
Future strategies will concentrate on improving our approach to identification and extending into areas of community interaction of 
greater interest. In existing system they used image dataset which contains single entity (person) but in our approach we are going to 
work on video dataset contains various indoor and outdoor group activities based on video surveillance captured over college campus.  
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